MOSARO – Web & App Design Media Kit

about
MOSARO is a web & app design
company dedicated to build high-quality
stylish, and affordable web & app
solutions.
MOSARO has a strong focus to make
their clients brand be better, unique and
savvy, while also understanding what
motivates consumer needs, interests, and
desires in the digital world of the internet,
social media and mobility.
MOSARO has quickly established itself
as a trusted web design & app specialist
with their expanding client portfolio that
includes media publishing, restaurants,
fitness, recruitment, and many more
industries.
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our services
MOSARO websites are built to promote your business brand and products/services with
a stylish, creative, and high impact design, and mobile device friendly to run on desktop,
smartphones and tablets.
MOSARO websites are social media savvy by integrating with popular social media sites
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc) to display live posts and photo
feeds.

WEBSITE

MOSARO websites are optimized for Google & Bing Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
to easily allow your website to be found on the internet.
SHOPPING
CART

MOSARO shopping cart solutions allow you to easily sell your products/services online,
and built on a user friendly e-commerce systems that include shopping web page, credit
card payment gateway, inventory, invoicing and can integrate with point of sale systems.

OFFICE

MOSARO office solutions improve your office productivity with the latest Microsoft Office
Apps (Outlook, Skype, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, and Publisher) or Google
Apps (Google Documents, Sheets, Forms, Slides, Gmail, Calendar, Hangout, and
Google+), accessed easily from your desktop, smartphone and tablet, connect to your
teams with instant messaging/HD conferencing, create team websites for sharing work
information on the web, and securely store your email, documents and files on the
Microsoft Office 365 or the Google Apps for Work cloud.

APP

MOSARO design and build apps for Apple iOS and Android with registration with the
Apple App Store and Google Play Store, and can easily integrate with MOSARO
websites and shopping carts to provide a complete business solution for the internet and
mobility.

MARKETING

MOSARO also specialize in search (Google/Bing), social media (Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn, etc) and email marketing (Mailchimp Newsletter Service)
to quickly promote your business to your target audience and the millions of consumers on
the internet.
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